The article deals with the problem of changes in the appearance and functions of literary translation, as a respond to the contemporary perception and interpretation of fiction works composing the World
In the present time, fiction is a type of art, and, as it seems, has left the social van. A play with words has become sophisticated, complex and ambiguous... Since so, literary translation has to explore new horizons by transferring the whole delicacy of postmodernism.
Still, as a rule, the culture breathes by two things, i.e. traditions and bridges. The last named are committed to translators.
However, the image of literary translation has changed, and, consequently, its function has transformed in the same way. I mean, not only a written word has now fallen to everyone's shareall of us write texts -but also translation has followed the same suit -people do translate: in Case 6: A translator manages to formulate the idea quite aphoristically and eloquently.
Then, readers mostly associate it with a certain character or author, but never with the translator.
However, with a course of time such phrases becomes language unities and start functioning as sayings, and thus, any particular author is not necessary to be mentioned. 
